Glaciological measurements on the
Ross Ice Shelf
R. H.

T-2 theodolites. Motor toboggans were used for transport. All the equipment behaved well an4 was
ideally suited to a Twin Otter airplane-suported
operation. Rosette planting and measurementsu
could be completed in about 1 /2 hours. Reme surement of a rosette, once located, should take les than
an hour.
Strain lines were designed to gather data f: om a
larger area than the strain rosettes. Two 40-kik neter
double lines of stakes were planted, one (th
line) between the base camp and J9, and on (the
"P" line) on an ice rise at grid 7°S. 1'W. (fiure).
Each formed a system of linked overlapping quadrilaterais, and positions were fixed by trilateation
along one limb with the second limb fixed by thodolite intersection. The "J" line was planted along a
hypothetical flow line selected from Dr. G. deQ. Robin's
unpublished Ross Ice Shelf flow line map (presented at the XII Scientific Committee on Antarctic
Research meeting). The "P" line was intended to
link a point on the ice rise to a point up-stream on the
ice shelf. Unfortunately, the ice rise was larger than
expected and we were unable to reach the ice shelf,
Nevertheless, remeasurement of this scheme should
assist in understanding ice flow patterns on the Ice
rise.
At H5, situated 3 kilometers to seaward of the
hinge line between the inland ice sheet and the ice
shelf, a 10-kilometer line of stakes was placed across
the hinge line. Distances between neighboring stakes
were measured and an optical leveling traverse was
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As part of the Ross Ice Shelf Project (is), an
interdisciplinary field program of geophysical, oceanographic, and glaciological measurements was begun
during the 1973-1974 austral summer. The main aim
of the glaciological program is to measure ice strain
rates, snow accumulation rates, and 10-meter temperatures which, together with measurements of ice
thickness and velocity resulting from other ius p programs, will assist in the interpretation of borehole
results and in our understanding of the ice shelf. The
1973-1974 glaciological field party consisted of Mr.
Jan Nielsen, University of Copenhagen, Denmark,
and the authors.
The approximate 'positions of 47 grid stations
occupied to establish strain networks are shown in the
figure. Kehle type strain rosettes (Zumberge et al.,
1960) with 1-kilometer "legs" were planted and
measured at each of these stations. Near the RISP
base camp, their central stations formed one large
rosette with 5-kilometer legs.
Distances were measured with CA-1000 tellurometers and angles were measured by Wild T-16 or
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run Along the stake line. It is hoped that remeasurement of this scheme will throw some light on the
behavior of the ice sheet at flotation, a region that
shou d be highly sensitive to possible instability of the
ice s eet (Hughes, 1972; Weertman, 1974).
At Gil, a 5-kilometer strain line was planted
roughly perpendicular to the presumed direction of
ice f ow in an attempt to measure shear of the ice
shelf as it passes the Transantarctic Mountains.
Tc measure ice velocity, approximately two-thirds
of the glaciological stations were visited by Mr.
William Schoonmacher, U.S. Geological Survey, who
fixed their positions by using a geoceiver. It is hoped
that this work will give position fixes with an accuracy
of between 6 and 10 meters. Remeasurement after a
2-year interval should yield values of ice velocity at
each of these stations.
At three of the stations (F 10, Gil, and H12) positions were resected from distinct features in the
Tra santarctic Mountains. In addition, the positions
of two ice shelf stations to the grid northeast of the
ice rise, at distances of 15 and 25 kilometers from the
"P" line, were tied into the "P" line stations by
tellu ometer and theodolite observations. Repetition
of tiese observations after a 1- or 2-year interval
should provide ice velocities for each of these stations.
Tie lengths of all stakes, both aluminum and bamboo, were measured. Remeasurement when the station4 are next visited will provide an estimate of
snow accumulation rates. Pits of 3 and 4 meters in
depth were dug at the base camp, at the ice rise, and
at Gil. Preliminary analysis of stratigraphy and
density observations gives accumulation rates in general agreement with those reported by Crary et al.
(19 2). Using a SIPRE hand drill, Mr. Nielsen obtain d firn cores to 10 meters in depth at about 75
percent of the glaciological stations. These have been
shipped back to the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, Hanover, New
Hampshire, where they will be dissected and distributed.for stratigraphic, chemical, and oxygen isotope
analysis, and for total beta activity scanning to identify the 1954-1955 bomb layer. Results of this work
should give an estimate of average accumulation rate,
and perhaps of annual values, for the past 20 to 40
years. They should also reveal any spatial variation of
oxy en isotope ratios in the surface snow.
en-meter firn temperatures were measured at most
of t e drill hole sites and the preliminary results show
goo agreement with those of Crary et al. (1962).
n extensive program of radio-echo sounding by
Mr. John Clough, University of Wisconsin, resulted in
ice thickness profiles around each of the strain
rosettes and along 20 kilometers of the "J" line. In
addtion, several hundred kilometers of aerial radioech sounding successfully were completed (Clough,
197$).
Jul –August 1974

Early in the field season the Twin Otter pilots
noticed dark areas in a highly crevassed region immediately grid south of the ice rise. At first it was
thought too risky to attempt -to investigate these
darkened ice areas. Toward the end of the season,
however, Messrs. Sid Brandwein, Jamie Robertson,
and the authors roped up and walked about half a
kilometer from the edge of the ice rise to the nearest
accessible darkened ice exposure and collected samples.
The discoloring in the ice was found to be caused by
sediments encased in the ice. Nine plastic bags containing both the encasing ice and approximately 300
grams of sediments were collected. Preliminary examination of about 27 grams of sediment revealed
igneous and metamorphic rock fragments, their constituent minerals, and a few microfossils. Further
details will be presented by Gaylord and Robertson
(in press)
Remeasurement of the large strain rosette near the
RISP base camp after an interval of 5 weeks revealed
changes in leg lengths of between 10 centimeters and
20 centimeters. These give the principal strain rates
shown in the figure. Although changes in the leg
lengths of the smaller peripheral rosettes were small,
strain rates calculated for these rosettes over the 5week period show good agreement with those at the
larger rosette. The result particularly is encouraging
since it is an endorsement of both the CA- 1000 tellurometers and the chosen rosette size of 1 kilometer.
Although the strain rates depicted in the figure are
not expected to be accurate to much better than ±
20 percent, we can use them to make a preliminary
examination of the properties of the ice shelf near
the base camp. For an ice shelf in steady state,
VaH
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where V is ice velocity, H is ice thickness, A and B
the upper and lower surface accumulation rates,
€ is the vertical strain rate and a H is the thickax
ness slope along a flowline. For the base camp area,
radio-echo results (Bentley et al., 1974) give
H 470m
—8 (±5)
the large uncertainty in --- being a consequence of
our ignorance of the precise flow direction. Pit studies
give
0. 18 (±0.04) mof ice a' .
4(±1) x104a1
* Preliminary results from /3 particle scanning of the ice
cores indicate that the accumulation rate may be considerably
less than we have assumed. This would make conditions
more favorable for bottom freezing.
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Extrapolation of Dorrer's ice velocities (Dorrer et
at., 1969) to the base 'camp area gives an approximate ice velocity of between 100 ma' and 200
ma- 1 . With these values in the first equation, we have
B

—10 (± 15) cm of ice per year.

Until further data is available, we thus are unable
to predict, even for a steady state ice shelf, whether
there is melting or freezing at the bottom surface.
However, bottom freezing appears unlikely unless the
ice shelf is not in steady state.
We hope that the work described here will be
continued over the next 2 or 3 austral summers. This
should result in a complete coverage of the Ross Ice
Shelf by a network of measurements of strain rates,
of ice velocity, of snow accumulation rates, of ice
thickness, and of oxygen isotope ratios. From these it
will be possible to calculate steady state 'bottom melting and freezing rates for the entire ice shelf; comparison with independent measurements at the RISP
drill site will help to indicate the actual state of the
ice shelf.
This research was supported by National Science
Foundation grant GV-4073X.
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A study of the ocean 'tide beneath the R s Ice
Shelf began during the 1973-1974 austral suinmer.
This research is in conjunction with the interdisciplinary Ross Ice Shelf Project (RIsP). Prelinimary
results indicate that the range of the sprin tide
exceeds 1 meter in the southern extremities f the
Ross Sea em'bayment. The range is similar to alues
obtained earlier at Little America V (Thiel et al.,
1960) and in the McMurdo Sound area (Fleath,
1971).
The tidal variation of gravity was measured continuously from December 19, 1973, to Februry 2,
1974, at the RISP base camp (near 82°30'S. 166 W.).
A recording gravimeter (Geodynamics model o-1)
was used to obtain the data. The instrumen was
located in a 5- by 5-meter Jamesway and op rated
from 110-volt, 60 cycles per second line pow r. A
base platform for the instrument was mount, on
four 10- by 10-centimeter timbers each extending 3
meters into firn. In addition to base station observa-
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Figure 1. Tidal observation sites on the Ross Ic
1973-1974 base camp; Bi: survey site occupied c
and 24, 1974; LAS: Little America V; M I : survey
from November 2 to 5, 1959.
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